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ABSTRACT 

Program SIBYL was designed to make current awareness 
searches on INIS bibliographic data tapes. It has now been 
in regular use for about 2y years and has also been successfully 
tested with pilot searches on AGRIS data. 

Its profiles consist of one or more parameters ANDed 
together, each consisting of one or more terms ORed together. 
Terms may be keywords, keyword fragments, authors, subject 
categories, journal titles, report prefixes, etc. 

It is written in PL/1 and has been used exclusively on 
an IBM 370/168 computer, although it should be fairly easily 
portable. 



DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

SDI 

User 
Profile 

Term 

hit 

IN.IS 

AGRIS 

Selective Dissemination or Information. Acronym 
to describe the searching of bibliographic information 
files (usually by computer) so as to provide 
individual persons or groups vith selected information 
relevant to their interests. 
Person or group using such an SDI service 
The description of a user's interests organised in 
such a way that the computer can use it in making 
an SDI search. Obviously the details of a profile 
will depend on the data base and the computer 
program. 
Used in this report to mean the basic elements out 
of which a profile is constructed. A term might 
be, for example; a keyword, a subject category, an 
author's name, a language, etc. 
A relevant reference found by a profile in the biblio
graphic data file. It must therefore be printed out 
in the list corresponding to that profile. 
International Nuclear Information System. Acronym 
standing for the International Atomic Energy Agency's 
comprehensive information and abstracting service. 
International Information System for Agricultural 
Sciences and Technology. The PAO's (Food and 
Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations) 
information system set up with INIS as a model. 

EBCDIC 

ASCII 
VCC 

Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code, 
code used by IBM computers. 

The 

American Standard Code for Information Interchange, 
Vogel Computing Centre of Ministry of Works and 
Development. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
SIBYL is a computer program written to enable an SDI 

service based on INIS tapes to be provided. It has done this 
successfully now for some 2\ years. Users number about kO 
and some 55 profiles are run each month for them. 

This report aims to provide a reference manual for SIBYL. 
All the information necessary to run the program and to 
construct profiles has been set down together with a detailed 
description of the program, notes on particular features and 
restrictions, and possible causes of program failure. 

The program is written in PL/l and is at present being 
run on the Ministry of Works and Development VCC IBM 370/168. 
It has not been tested at any other installation, but should 
be fairly easily portable since it uses uncomplicated PL/l 
throughout. It does use four installation-dependent routines 
but none of them are essential (Refer §4.2). 

The INIS tapes use a version of the format described in 
ISO-2709 'Format for bibliographic information interchange on 
magnetic tape'. The details of the format are given in 
IAEA-1NIS-9 (Rev. 2), ' and are briefly outlined in Appendix 

/^nere^Srl S!ML t ,c ,In SDW euCeS m?o search AGRIS as well as INIS 
tapes. In fact, some successful pilot searches have been 
carried out on AGRIS data. 

Program Description 
In the initial phase the user profiles are read into core. 

They are in EBCDIC since this is the code used by IBM computers. 
However the bibliographic data on the INIS tapes is in the 

2) INIS 8 bit code, ' which is an extended version of ASCII. 
That is, ASCII is a subset of it. Hence before comparisons 
can be made either the profiles must be translated to ASCII or 
the bibliographic data must be translated to EBCDIC. The 
former alternative was chosen sirieu it involves some 6000 times 
less translation. Consequently the hits must be translated 
to EBCDIC before they can be printed out, but those will 
normally number less than 10% of the total number of references. 
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Vlten the profiles have been translated, each bibliographic 
description is read into core sequentially, directly from 
Magnetic tape, and the user profiles compared with it one by 
one to determine whether it is relevant to any of them. If it 
is not, then the next bibliographic description is read in and 
the search continues. If it is, then that description is 
scanned for special characters which cannot be printed. The 
program is designed to use the IBM TN print train. This has 
lower case letters, square brackets and superscripts, but it 
cannot print the subscripts, Greek letters and some of the 
other special characters of the INIS character set. When one 
of these is encountered the spelled out English name of the 
character is inserted instead. Translation of the reference 
from the INIS code to EBCDIC also takes place at this stage 
and then the reference together with a code identifying the 
profile which retrieved it is stored on the disc in the 'hit' 
file. This file is known to the computer by the name 'RESULT'. 
Processing then continues. 

When the last of the bibliographic data has been examined 
the file of hits is scanned once for each profile code so as 
to provide a list of references retrieved by that profile. The 
program concludes by printing a summary page giving a list of 
all the profiles together with the number of hits each one 
made and also printing the total number of profiles, terms, 
hits and the CPU time taken for the run* 

This organisation means that it is not necessary to use 
very large disc files even temporarily, since the largest disc 
file required is for the hits and this should never exceed 100 
or so tracks (on a 3330 Disc Pack). In addition, it is only 
needed during the actual running of the program. The 
organisation also allows, in principle, any number of profiles 
to be searched at once. The limit is set only by the size of 
the region allocated for running the program. However there 
is little time penalty in dividing a set of profiles in two or 
more parts and searching; them separately in two independent 
jobs (Wefor §3.3). 

There ure two versions of S1I3YL. Version 1 does not print 
out abstracts while version 2, also called SIBYLA, does print out 
abstracts if they appear on tape. Other minor differences are 
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explained elsewhere. 

2 PROFILES 
2.1 Profile structure 

The profile structure is closely Modelled on that 
described in "SDI Users Manual1* of the Australian CSIRO Central 

3) Library and Information Services, ' but ther^ has teen considerable 
simplification. In particular, the capacity to handle IGNORE 
terms has not been provided and all profiles must use pure 
logic (i.e., weighting of terms is not possible). 

Thus a profile consists of one or more boolean expressions 
and if, for some particular reference, any one of them is 
•true* then the profile will retrieve that reference. Each 
expression consists of an indefinite number (one or more) of 
parametcrs. which are connected by the boolean conjunction 
•AND1. That is, for the expression to be •true* each and 
every parameter must be 'true*. Each parameter consists of 
an indefinite number (one or more) of terms, which are 
connected by the boolean disjunction 'OR'. Jlence a parameter 
is 'true* if any one or more of its terms are 'true*, and for 
a profile to retrieve a reference then at least one term in 
each parameter of any one expression must be 'true'. The 
terms are the basic units and may be, for example, keywords, 
authors, subject categories, etc. Thus each expression is of 
the form: 

(A OJW B OR C 011 D OR etc ....) 
AND 

( P O W Q O J R R C W S O J R e t c . . . . ) 

AND 

(X OR Y OR Z CH2. W f>f> e t c . . . . ) 

AND 

e t c . , e t c . , 

where the letters represent terms and the bracketed quantities 
arc the parameters. 
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NOT logic is also allowed since any term may be prefixed 
by *NOT*. The effect is as would be expected in boolean 
algebra and everyday English. One caution should be made, 
however. It is clearly of very limited use t« have more than 
one term in a parameter if that term is preceded by *NOT*. 
For example, (NOT A OR NOT B) only excludes papers labelled 
with both A and B. Similarly (NOT A OR B) will include papers 
labelled with A if they are also labelled with B. 

2.2 Profile formats 
It is convenient to regard the profiles as consisting 

of a set of card images although only the first 50 columns are 
used. There are eight different types of card. Bach one must 
begin with an asterisk (*) in column 1. The second column 
must contain either R, N, D, N, P, £, Z, or be blank. The 
terms are punched, one per card on the *P or *p* (blank) cards. 
The purpose and format of the cards is as follows: 

The *W Card - (Profile identification) 
There must be one and only one of these per user profile 

and it must be the first card of the profile. The format is: 
Col 1-2 *R 

3 blank 
4-5 Two digit number - the generation number 

of the profile. This has no function in 
the program. It merely serves to assist the 
controller of the profile in keeping track 
of profile modifications. 

6 blank 
7-1'* The user code. An 8 character code to 

represent this particular profile. 
The *N Card - (Name and address) 
These are optional cards conveying the name and address 

of the user. The information on them is printed on the right 
hand side of the first page of list of hits us a mailing 
address. They have no effort on the working of the program 
and need not bo present.unless required. There should be no 
more than four of them, (Although SIBYL Version 2 can handle 
up to bb,) The format isj 



Col 1,2 *N 
Col 3,* blank 
Col 5-50 Name and address information 
The *D Card - (Description) 
This card (or these cards) provide a place for a free 

language description of the profile. It was originally 
envisaged that only one be present but in fact, slice they do 
not affect the program operation in any way, there can be as 
many or as fev as desired and they can be placed anywhere 
throughout the profile like comment cards in a computer program. 
The format is: 

Col 1,2 *D 
Col 'J,t* blank 
Col 5-50 Text information 
The *M Card - (Maximum number oi references printed) 
This sets the maximum number (NUM) of references which 

will be prinked in response to the profile. If no *M card is 
present the number is set to 50. The maximum allowed is 150* 
The format is: 

Col 1,2 *M 
Col J,k blank 
Col 5-7 The value of NUM right justified 
The *1» and the *lt (blank) Cards - (Terms) 
The format of these two types of cards is identical 

except for the second column "l" and they are used for 
conveying the profile terms nt one term per card. The *P card 
is used to signal the beginning of a new parameter while the 
*p* cards are used for the remaining terms in the parameter. 
The format is: 

Col 1,2 *P (or *i>) 
Col 3 blank 
Co.l h Seach code. (See below; it must be one of 

the'letters K, S, T, A, U, L, B, J, Jl, X, I, 
C, or W or be left blank. If left blank, the 
searcli code for the term Is taken to be the 
one applying to the previous term.) 

Col 5 blank 
Col 6-8 Either blank or containing tbR word 'NOT' 

""-—*»*» n 
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Col 9 blank 
Col 10-50 Search term 
The »E Card - (End of expression) 
This signals the end of a complete boolean expression, 

i.e., the end of a series of conjoined parameters. A profile 
can contain any number of these expressions, each one ended 
by a *E card. Prom the program*s point of view, these 
expressions represent completely separate and independent 
searches. Their only connection is that their hits are 
printed out in the same list. The format is: 

Col 1,2 *E 
Col 3-50 blank 
The »Z Card - (End of profile) 
This signals the end of a profile. Each profile must 

have one and only one and it must be the last card. The format 
is: 

Col 1,2 *Z 
Col 3-50 blank 

2.3 Search codes 
As noted above in explanation of the *P card format, 

there are 13 different searcli codes indicating that one of 13 
different fields is to be examined for the search term. They 
are: 

K (Keyword) - The field searched is a concatenation of 
the tag 800 and 801 fields (i.e., the keyword fields. 
Fefer to Appendix A for a brief explanation of tag numbers). 
The search term punched beginning in column 10 must 4) be a keyword from the IN1S Thesaurus ' punched in 
EBCDIC capitals* A special feature of this search 
code is that there is a truncation facility. The 
search is made specifically for the keyword punched 
unless truncation is used. That is, the search term 
OXYGEN will not recognise the keyword OXYGEN IONS or 
OXYGEN ISOT0PEL, or OXYGEN 18. It will retrieve the 
keyword OXYGEN only. This is because there are 
keyword terminators and prefixes in tags 800 and 801 
and the program appends tnese to the search term. 
This mciins that in the absence of truncation the 
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search is actually m d » for the search tern preceded 
and followed by terminators. Since the keyword 
OXYGEN IONS will not have a terminator after the N 
of oxygen it will not be recognised if the search 
ten* is OXYGEN. 
Both ri&ht hand and left hand truncation is allowed. 
It is indicated by the presence of an asterisk before 
and/or after the search term. Thus the search t e n 
OXYGEN* will retrieve OXYGEN IONS, OXYGEN ISOTOPES, 
OXYGEN 16, etc., etc. So also will •GEN* and 
*XYGE*. That is, if a keyword or keyword fragment 
is enclosed between asterisks then that fragment only 
is the subject of the search. In the case of left 
hand truncation the initial asterisk Must be in 
colusm 10. 

S (Subject category) - With this and all following search 
codes the subject of the search is always exactly 
coincident with the search term punched from column 
lO. That is, the truncation convention described 
rbove for search code K does not apply. Thus for the 
S search code, an A in column 10 produces a search 
for any A subject categories, an A2 in columns 10-11 
gives a search for A20, A21, A22, A2°, while 
an A23 in cols 10-12 produces a search for A23 only. 
Refer to the relevant IN1S publication ' for subject 
categories and their scope descriptions, 

T (Title) - This produces a search on the concatenation 
of the fields corresponding to tags 200, 201, and 620 
There may be tags from more than one bibliographic 
level so the full field may be quite long. In the 
current versions of SJBYL (V-02E and V-OfC) a region 
5O0 characters long Is set aside for this field and 
it is conceivable that this could be exceeded in 
exceptional circumstances. This eventuality is not 
currently protected against and could conceivably 
cause a program hang-up. It is planned to eliminate 
this possibility in later version*. 
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Note that the titles are in lower case letters and 
t*S there is no translation of them the search terms 
must be punched in lower case letters. However, if 
a title happens to begin with the search term it 
will have an initial capital and a search term having 
an initial lower case letter will not recognise it. 
There are two ways of overcoming this problem. If 
the required search term is, for example, 'decontami
nation* then the letters 'econtamination' could be 
used instead. Alternatively, both forms could be 
included, i.e., Decontamination OR decontamination. 
The first of these possibilities illustrates the 
fact that the truncation arrangement is as for search 
code S, and this means that, for example, the search 
term 'air' will retrieve »hair', 'fair', 'prairie', 
etc. 

A (Author) - The search field here corresponds to tag 
100. The standard format for author names is 
Smith, T.A. with one space between the comma and the 
first initial. Hence 'Smith, T' will recall all the 
Smiths with first initial T and any with forename 
written out and beginning with T (e.g., Smith, Thomas). 
The term 'Smith,' will recall all Smiths regardless of 
their initials and 'Smith' will recall Smithers, 
Smlthen, etc., as well as all Smiths. 

U (subject augmentation) - This gives a search on 
the tag 620 field. It was a late addition to the 
program made to improve searches of AGIOS data. It 
is a fairly short fluid but an important one for 
A0R1S since it is used to store commodity indexes 
and geographic information. The field can be searched 
using the T search code but the use of U enables it 
to be searched without searching the much longer title 
fields. 

h (Language) - ThiB gives a search on the tag 600 field. 
The language name is written in this field in its English 
form, e.g., Russian, German, French, Swedish, etc. 
In accordance with the normal truncation convention 
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any unique fragment of a name is as satisfactory as 
the vhole name vith one exception. English, being 
the carrier language is in a unique position and if 
the search term 'English' is required then the whole 
word rather than a unique fragment is necessary. 

B (aBstract) - This produces a search through the abstract 
(or abstracts, if there are more than one) for the 
search term. Since the abstract field is comparatively 
long this is likely to be an inefficient search code 
to use other than occasionally. 

J (Journal) - This gives a search on the tag 230 field 
(i.e., Journal title). As above, any unique fragment 
of the name is sufficient. The abbreviations used 
by INIS are given in reference 6. 

R (Report) - This gives a soarch on the tag 300 field 
(i.e., Report Number). Its purpose is to allow 
retrieval of particular report prefixes. 

X (type of record) - This allows a search to specify the 
physical character of the record. For INIS (and 
AGRIS) the search term must be one of the following 
to have any meaning: D (book), C (collection), 
D (drawing), F (film), G (map), H (phonographic 
recording), S (journal article), P (patent), 
R (report) or T (computer readable medium). 

I (literary indicator) - Die literary indicators are 
concerned with the information content of the references 
but are not very reliable to use in searches as not 
all are mandatory and their interpretation is 

7) sometimes vague. For both INIS and AGRIS possible 
search terms are: K (from a conference), L (a 
dictionary), N (containing significant numerical 
data), U (a thesis), W (a standard), 7, (contains a 
significant bibliography), Y (a progress report), and 
E (a short paper or .summary). 

C (fjountry) - In an INIS soarch this code allows the 
publishing country to be specified. On AGTMS tfipos 
the country field actually contains the code of the 
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inputting centre rather than that of the publishing 
country. The country codes used by 1NTS are the two 
character codes specified in ISO 3l66-197'»» They 
are also i -"t out in reference 8. 

W (corporate author) - This gives a search of the tag 110 
field, i.e.-, corporate authors. The abbreviations 
used by INIS are set out in reference 9» 

2.h Profile examples 

2.4.1 - Example 1; Routine Releases from Nuclear Power 
Plants. A possible profile is: 

*R 00 EXAMPLE 1 
*N MR. A.B.SMITH 
*N HIS ADDRESS 
*N HIS ADDRESS CONTINUED 
*D ROUTINE RELEASES FROM NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
*M 100 
*P S C52 
*P L English 
*P K REACTOR OPERATION 

* POWER REACTORS 
* NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
*P RELEASE LIMITS 
* STACK DISPOSAL 
* GASEOUS WASTES 
* ENVIRONMENT 
* RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION 
* RADIOISOTOPES 
* THERMAL POLLUTION 
*K 

*Z 

This example contains four parameters. The first restricts 
the search to subject category 05'- (Radiation Hazards and Safety 
Evaluations of Nuclear Installations) only and the second 
restricts the search to English language papers only. The third 
demanda that any papsr retrieved will have at least one of the 
throe keywords REACTOR OPERATION, POWER REACTORS or NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS while the fourth demands that, in addition, any 
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paper retrieved must have at least one of the remaining seven 
keywords. (N.B. A keyword can of course consist of several 
actual words.) The *M card will limit the maximum number of 
references printed to 100. 

2.1*.2 - Example 2; Elementary Particle Theory. 
*R OO EXAMPLE2 
*N PROF. A.JONES 
*N PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 
*N SOMK UNIVERSITY 
*D ELEMENTARY PARTICLE THEORY ETC. 
*M 150 
*p S A1 1 
* A21 
*p K CHARM PARTICLES 
* QUARK MODEL 
* LIE GROUPS 
*E 
*P S A11 
* A21 
*P K ELEMENTARY PARTICLES 
* PARTICLE MODELS 
* SYMMETRY CROUPS 
*P REVIEWS 
* BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
* INDEXES 
* I Z 
*E 
*Z 
This example contains two expressions. The first has only 

two parameters and the second has three. The profile will 
retrieve a paper if; 

it is in either of the subject categories A"i . (Mathematical 
and General. Theoretical Pliyaics) or A21 (Elementary Particles 
(Theory)), and it has one or more of the keywords CHARM 
PARTICLES, QUARK M0D1?L, LIE GROUPS 

or if; 
it Is in either of the subject cafcoftories A1I or A21, has 

one of the three keywords ELEMENTARY PARTICLES, PARTICLE MODELS, 
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SYMMETRY GROUPS, and in addition, either has one of the keywords 
REVIEWS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, INDIES or has been flagged with the 
•bibliography* literary indicator. 

2.'l.3 - Example 3: PDP Computers, Camac System, etc. 
*R OO EXAMPLE3 
*N DR.X.Y.ZED 
*N ADDRESS 
*N ADDRESS 
*D PDP COMPUTERS,CAMAC SYSTEM,ETC 
*P S F3 
* F5 
*P NOT E2 
*P KNOT *REACTOR* 
*P L NOT Russian 
*p 
# 

K CAMAC SYSTEM 
PDP COMPUTERS 

* DATA PROCESSING 
* A Barthe1, H. 
*E 
*P S P5 
* F3 
*P NOT E2 
*P K NOT *REACTOR* 
*P L NOT Russian 
*P K NUMERIC* 
*P ALGOR* 
* COMPUTER C* 
*E 
*Z 
This example again has two expressions. The first has five 

parameters and the second has six, but in both of them three of 
the parameters consist of single negated terms. 

The rosult is that profile will retrieve references from 
all of the F3 (Nuclear Documentation) and F5 (Mathematical 
Methods and Computer Codes) categories (i.e., F30, F31, I'\32, » 
F.r)0, F51f y*& ---)» provided the reference lias not also been 
assigned to one of the E2 (Nuclear Reactors (General)) categories 
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Any reference written in Russian or having any keyword containing 
the letters REACTOR will also be excluded. From this subset the 
first expression will retrieve references with one of the three 
keywords; CAMAC SYSTEM, PDP COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, and 
also any references with Barthel, H. as one of the authors. 
The second expression will add papers with keywords beginning 
NUMERIC provided they also have a keyword beginning either 
ALGOR or COMPUTER C. 

2.5 Devising profiles 

To a certain extent this is an art which requires 
practice and experience. Precise instruction is difficult to 
give. However, a few general admonitions can be made; 

i) the AND operator is potentially very restrictive so 
that the number of parameters should seldom exceed three, 
and two is probably sufficient for almost all profile 
expressions. This count does not include NOT parameters 
or parameters whose purpose is to restrict the search to a 
well defined subset of the data (e.g., subject category 
parameters and language parameters); 

ii) time is saved if more restrictive parameters are 
placed before less restrictive ones and if short parameters 
(few terms) are placed before long ones (many terms); 

iii) bearing this in mind, it may sometimes be possible 
and valuable to put in a single term parameter early in 
the profile to act as a filter, i.e., a parameter which 
will have no effect on references retrieved but enables 
the majority of the data to be discarded after a very simple 
(and quick) search. The subject category parameters in the 
above examples (particularly the first) are acting in a 
similar way; 

iv) for .T.NIS, in general, it lias boon found that the use 
of keywords and subject categories is sufficient for almost 
all profiles. Author searches and title searches are 
occasionally useful and language restrictions may bo 
requested, but the remainder of the search codes have 
limited usefulness; 

v) the apparently rather restrictive logic can bo mode 
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less so by including the same term in more than one parameter, 
for example;; the expression 
A OR >B AND (C OR D OR E K 

is logically equivalent to 
(A OR B) AND (A OR C OR D OR E) . 

Similarly, the important expression 
(A AND B) OR (C AND D) 

is logically equivalent to 
(A OR C) AND (B OR C) AND (A OR D) AND (B OR D ) . 

3 RUNNING THE PROGRAM 

3.1 The two versions 

SIBYL version-01A vas completed and running in Hay 
1975* Since then there have been a few minor modifications to 
it and the version now used is designated V-010. In June 1975» 
a more major modification was made to the original V-01A to 
provide for the printing out of abstracts of papers as well as 
the bibliographic details. This version was known as V-02A. 
Since then the name SIBYLA has been used to refer to the current 
version 2 program and SIBYL bar. referred to the current version 
1 program. The current version 2 program is V-0'2E. 

From the controller's point of view, the two versions are 
completely compatible and interchangeable and their input data 
is identical, although minor changes in the instructions to 
the computer operating system are necessary (refer 5 3»'-»5)» 

From the user's point of view, the di (Terences are: 
version 1 never prints out an abstract while version 2 does if 
one was present on the tape; version I always prints six 
references per page with a maximum of 19 lines (each of up to 
55 characters) per reference while version 2 prints a maximum 
of three references per page with up to 60 lines (each of up to 
55 characters) available for both bibliographic in Formation and 
abstract. 

The format of the version 2 printout is there Fore not so 
standardised as that of version I, but in Formation is never 
lost through truncation as occasionally happens with version 1, 
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3.2 Data sets used by the program 

Five data sets are used by the program. The names 
by which they are referred to in the program (file names or DD 
names) are INIS, SYSIN, SYSPRINT, TERMS, RESULT. 

3.2.1 - File SYSIN 

This is, of course, the standard IBM (or PL/l) input 
file. When running this program, the first card (or card image 
must be the return address card and the second must be a data 
identification card. If the profiles are permanently stored in 
the system (e.g., on disk), then this is all that is necessary. 
If not, the data identification card is followed by the 
profiles themselves in any order. 

The return address card gives the name (or position) and 
address of the controller of the SDI service and is used as a 
return address for complaints, profile modification requests, 
etc. The first 27 characters form the first line (name), the 
second 27 characters form the second line (address), and the 
last 26 characters form the third line (remainder of address). 

The data identification card identifies the particular 
file being searched and should be punched with any information 
necessary to do this. The format is completely free but only 
the first 7** columns of the card are used as the last six have 
another purpose (refer S ' * ) • 

3.2.2 - File SYSPRINT 

This is the lineprintor output, file. Since it is 
taken care of by the operating system it need not be specified 
or referred to in any way by the operator if upper case only 
output is satisfactory. If lower case output is required, then 
some instruction to the operating system is necessary. At an 
IBM installation running under OS this takes the form of a data 
definition (T)D) card. At the Voge.l Computing Centre, the 
required I>1) card is 8 

//Of). SYSPRINT DD SYS«)UT=T,UCSaTN 
This directs that the output bo printod using the TN print 
train. Note I. Vint since this card modi, fi.es an instruction built 
into thu system, it should bo the first DD card in the card 
deck or it may be Ineffective. 

http://fi.es
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3.2.3 - File INIS 

1NIS is the name by which the data set containing the 
bibliographic data is known to the program. For searches done 
at the Vogel Computing Centre this data set lias normally been a 
MWD copy of an INIS tape. A satisfactory DD card is then 

//GO. INIS DD DSN=user. ident. type,V0L=SER=XXXXXX,UNIT:=3400-3, 
// DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20'»8 ) , DI3P= ( OLD,KEEP ) 
Here XXXXXX represents the number of the tape and 

user.ident.type is the dataset name written on the tape label. 

3.2.4 - File TERMS 

This represents the dataset. containing the user 
profiles. As indicated in g3*2.1 there are two alternative 
means of dealing with it. If the profiles are stored on disc 
then the operating system merely needs to make the connection 
between the name TERMS and the correct dataset. For a 
catalogued data set in an IBM installation, the DD card 

//GO.TERMS DD DSN=user.ident.type,DISP=SHR 
is satisfactory. 

On the other hand, if the profiles are read in though the 
file SYSIN at run time then the operating system m>eds to 
create a temporary TERMS file; and therefore needs format 
details, etc. Under IBM's OS a sui tabl o DD card is 

//GO.TERMS DD UNIT=SYSDA , SPACE=(TRK , (3,1 ) ) ,DISP=NEW, 
// DCB=(RKCEM=FB.LRW;i,=80.riLKSI7.E=3120) 

The amount of space specified hero Is sufficient to hold 468 
cards in the primary extent, i.e., perhaps 20 or so profiles. 

3.2.5 - File RESULT 

This is the •hit 1 file in which all the retrieved 
references are temporarily stored. They are stored as variable 
length records and if version 2 of SIBYL is being used then a 
longer record length inu:-t be specified. For searches at Vogel 
Computing C'rntre satisfactory DD cards are as follow,'*: For 
STMYL vor.sii.ii 1 

//GO. RESULT DD UNTTsSYSDA , [> I SP-NEW, SPACE--( CYL, (2 , 1)), 
// DOB=(RECf\M=V,LRKr:i - 1020,1!LK.S1ZE= 1024) 

For SIMYL version 2 
//GO.RESULT M) [ISIT=SYSI)A , I) I SP=NEW, SPACE=( CYL, (2 , 1 ) ) , 
// DCI!--(RE(:rM=V,LREf:i,=306o,1tLKSf/lv--3072) 
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3.3 CPU time used at VCC by SIBYL V-02K 

There are tvo main sections to the program, a search 
section and a printout section. The CPU time required for the 
first should be roughly proportional to the product of number 
of references and number of terms, while that for the second 
should be roughly proportional to the prodtict of number of 
profiles and total number of hits. Naturally this sort of 
relation must be approximate since the time required for the 
search through a single refcronce for a particular search term 
may vary very greatly and the average may vary from run to run. 
In practice, attempts to fit a function of this form were not 
very successful and more complex expressions were tried. For 
SIBYL V-02E the expression: 

CPU = 1.895R + 0.0534RT + 0.000776PH + 5.09 
where CPU = calculated CPU time in seconds 

R 3 number of references divided by 1000 
T = number of terms 
P = number of profiles 
H = number of hits 

was calculated from data on 'll runs. The calculated CPU time 
was within five seconds of the actual time in 27 of the '»1 and 
the worst discrepancy was 13.7 seconds. This relation does 
give some idea of the CPU time taken by the program at the VCC, 
but it is no more than a rough empirical guide. 

fr ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND 'RESTRICTIONS 

'». 1 Features 

h. 1. 1 - Additional copies of profiles 

It is possible to provide more than one user with a 
copy of the same profile list, each copy being correctly headed 
with the appropriate users name, etc., without having to make 
two or more separate searches. This .feature was completely 
unplanned but takes advantage of the program structure. To 
use it, second and subsequent users who want a copy of another 
profile are given a dummy profile containing an *R card, *N 
curds, possibly *D card?*, and an *M card, and a */, card. The 
profile code on. the *R card must bo identical with the profile' 
node on the profile to bo copied. Since for each profile? 
(dummy or not) the hit Ji.lo is searched for references with the 
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relevant profile code, this is sufficient to provide a copy of 
the profile listing for the second user. 

A minor disadvantage of this procedure is that the second 
user does not get a copy of the profile terms -which actually 
retrieved his references and he is always informed that no 
references were retrieved for him. 

'l« 1.2 - Limited searches 

As noted in ©.'3,2.1 Die last six columns of the data 
identification card have a special function. If these columns 
are punched with the Record Number (RN) of a reference then 
the search phase of the program will terminate at that reference 
and an cippropriate information message will be printed on the 
lineprinter. This feature can sometimes be accidently invoked 
if the inpvit data set has sequence numbers. It is useful for 
testing purposes. 

h.2 Restrictions 

Most of these have heon covered in previous sections, 
but they are brought together hero. They may not apply to 
versions of the program later than V-010 and V-02E. 

1) The user profiles must either all be on cards or else 
all on disc (or tape). The program cannot read some from 
one source and some from another. 
Li) The maximum number of references which can safely be 
printed out per profile i.«- 150. Tf n number greater than 
this is punched on the *M card, the program may work 
correctly but it also may abort without apparent reason. 
The restriction does not apply to the number of references 
found and temporarily stored, but only to the number 
printed out. It is set merely by the size of the HNS and 
SNS arrays. References retrieved but not printed out are 
Jo»t. 
ILL) Vers* inn I of the program (i.e., SIMYL, but not SJ'I5YI,A) tri 
nfces the printout of a reference if it takes more than ly 

f 

linos, or if it takes inure than I0l'» bytes to store it on 
disc. The corresponding Limits for version 2 (ST.IJYLA) are 
(>0 lines or 3062 bytes. 
iv) When search code 'L* is used to retrieve or reject 
English language papers the" the search term must be the 
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complete vord 'English*, For other languages any 
identifiable fragment of the language name is sufficient, 
v) The program is designed for the IBM TN print train. 
Therefore, although superscripts and lover case characters 
are available, subscripts, Greek letters and some special 
characters are not. Subscripts are printed in the form 
/sub 2/, vhile for the others the English name is spelled 
out in full. This sometimes leads to puzzlement; for 
example when capital omega is used to denote ohms, but 
it is unambiguous. 
vi) As noted in Q 2 . 3 , the field for temporarily holding 
title elements for searching is 5°0 characters long and it 
is conceivable that this could cause an unexplained 
program hang-up. There are two similar unprotected fields: 
KEYWORDS for storing the keywords is 1000 bytes long 
maximum and SBJTS for storing the subject categories is 
18 bytes long maximum. However, the TITLE limitation is 
most likely to be met. 
vii) If no hits whatever are found, the current versions 
do not correctly handle the situation and the program 
aborts after the search phase. 
viii) Four installation dependent routines are used. ADATE 
returns the current, date. With minor modifications, the 
PL/1 built-in routine DATE could be substituted. DSNAME 
returns the data set name of the bibliographic data. 
This information appears on the job summary sheet, but is 
not used during program operation. STIMI-; and INTVAL 
provide the CPU time laken. Again, this information is 
printed on the Job summary sheet but is not used in any way. 
ix) SIBYKA prints the first abstract only. It cannot be 
made to print out second or subsequent abstracts. 
According to the I M S 7'iiles, the first abstract should 
always be English, but occasionally, when there is no 
English translation, this rule is ignored. 



Appendix A: Format of Bibliographic Records 

The tape record corresponding to a single reference 
consists of three parts: the leader, the directory and the 
variable fields. 

The leader is alvays 2'l characters long. It contains the 
total length of the record, its status (new or delete), its 
type (book, report, journal article, etc.) and the character 
position where the variable fields begin. 

The actual bibliographic information is contained jn the 
variable fields. There is a field for the author, one for the 
title, etc., etc. They can vary in length and in number. 

The directory contains pointers to these fields. There 
is thus one directory en>:ry for each variable field. Each 
entry is 12 characters long. The first three are a •tag* 
number which identifies the field. Thus the entry for the 
author field has tag 1O0, that for the title has tag 2uo, etc. 
The noxt four characters of each entry give the field length 
and the last five give it.s address. 

To interrogate any field the directory in first searched 
for an entry with the appropriate tag number. When this is 
found the rest of that entry dives tin- field position and 
length so that it can be accessed immediately. 



APPENDIX B; Comments and Detailed Descri ption of "rogram 

There are virtually no comments in the source program. 

Therefore, to assist understanding of it, the purpose of the 
various sections arc described in more detail below, with 
reference to some of the more important variables. The 
statement numbers are correct for version V-02E. 

Statements: 
1-59 Declarations and initialisations. 

Note that some character variables (e.g., in 
statements 25-27) have been declared so that they 
represent ASCII characters which means that the 
printout looks meaningless. For example, statement 
25 sets up the written out English names of the 
unprintable Greek and special characters which 
belong to the 1NIS character set, 
i.e., AL is declared as 'alpha* in ASCII 

BE " w it n > eta» " " 
DE n " " •DELTA* " " 
Alt " " " •-> • « n etc. 

On the other hand some variables are declared sis 
EBCDIC and translated into ASCII (e.g., see statements 
'#7-59)• Translations are done using the variables 
JNISCH, containing tfie IN IS character set, IBMTXT. 
and IBMIN. The IIOTIXT character set is used for 
translating from INIS characters to EBCDIC characters 
for output, but it cannot be used for translating 
input (that is, the pj'ofiles) since it is not in 
unique one-to-one correspondence with INISCH, 

6O-73 Procedures INSRT and KEPLC (for inserting and 
replacing a character in a string). These are used 
for dealing with tho characters which cannot be 
printed. 

7l»-75 ADATE and ST IMF. are MWI) installation dependent 
procedures, ADATE gives the current dale and ST.TME 
begins a CPU time counter which is ended by the call 
to INTVA1. (another MWD procedure) in statement 589. 

77-79 Heturn address card uul data identification card arc 
doalf with. 

8O-97 File' TEHMS Is either created or interrogated. After 
tlie.'*e statements Nf*R contain* the number «r profiles 



and Nw contains the number of card images in the 
TERMS file not countine *N, *M, or *D cards. 

98-1'»9 SRCHVOS is defined and file TERMS is interrogated to 
fill it up. After these statements SRCHVTS(l).CP 
contains the Ith format code (R, P, Jf?t E, or Z ) , 
SRCHWDS(l).LG contains »N' or •JfJ* depending on 
whether the Ith card image was negated or not, 
SRCHVDs(l).SR contains the Ith search code (s, K, 
A, L, etc.), and SRCHVDS(l).VD contains either the 
Ith search term or the profile code (if the card was 
an *R card). If the searcli code is K then asterisks 
(indicating truncation) and word terminators are 
dealt with (statements 130- 1 'Î I) . 

150-166 The procedures to be followed if certain kinds of 
error occur are specified. 

168-171 MWD procedure is used to establish the dataset name 
of the bibliographic data. 

172-210 These statements look after the sequential reading 
UUn /irf) °^ e a c n bibliographic record. Tlte block length 

(BLKLEN), record length (RECLEN), number of tags 
(NTAGS) and the length of the variable fields (TFL) 
are first established and then a structure (IN1SREC) 
is defined so that the INIS record will fit into it 
and be readily addressable. Much of the complexity 
of this section of code is because the records may 
be spanned. 

211-231 Various fields from the reference are put into 
previously defined fields. Thus: 
CTRY is set to the country code, 
LIS " " " " literary indicator field, 
S13JTS " " " " subject categories, 
TITLE " " " " concatenation of title, sub-title 

and title augmentation fields. 
The positions and lengths of the author and title 
augmentation fields fire stored for iisr with search 
codes A and U. 

233-3^0 This is a DO loop which steps through the various 
levels in tho sub-record directory (tag 002) and 
initiates a search if Hie level is a keyword level. 
This :ie so if AO = IN". (N.H. IN9 *» tho ASCII 
numeral '9')» '° <>-11"W J'°r roc.ordfi which do not 



have key-words (e.g., AGRIS data), a search is also 
initiated when the last level is reached if this 
is not a keyword level. In this case, statements 
237-2^7t whicli put the keywords into the field 
KEYWORDS, are skipped. 
Statements 2*»9-3*»6 form a DO loop in which the various 
SRCHWDS records are stepped through. Statements 
250-278 are extremely important. It is difficult to 
understand them without a flow diagram but they 
define the logic of the search, and ensure that the 
sequential stream of SRC1IWD records has the effect 
of the required boolean expression. PARSAT ('parameter 
satisfied 1) is set to 1 or 0 according as to whether 
the current parameter is satisfied or not. PRFSAT 
('profile satisfied') is set at 0, 1, or -1 according 
as to whether the current profile is still being 
examined, is satisfied or is definitely not satisfied. 
RELEVANT is a procedure called if a hit is found. 
(Refer statements 3'>9-'»3R). 
Statements 28 1-3'* 5 actually perform the search. If 
it is successful then control jumps to statement label 
SS ('Search Successful'), and if unsuccessful to label 
SNS ('Search Not Successful'). Statement 3^2 is 
necessary because if the language of the record is 
English then tag 600 will not exist. It ensures that 
if a search for 'English' in tag 600 fails to find 
tag 600 then the search is regarded as successful. 
The word 'English' is in ASCII characters and is 
therefore indecipherable. 

349-438 The procedure RELEVANT which writes records into the 
•hits' file. Much of its length (statements 388-435) 
is concerned with replacing special characters by 
their spelled out English mimes and indicating 
subscripts by putting them in the form /sub 2/. This 
section is difficult td follow because, as in statement 
25, some of the characters are written in ASCII which 
is printed as meaningless nonsense* 

This concludes the search phase of the program. The 
remainder is concerned with printing out the relevant references 
that were found and are now stored in the 'hit' file. 



*»55-'»70 During each pass through the hit file the references 
found by one profile are printed out. Whim the end of 
the hit file is reached the on-unit defined in these 
statements is invoked to print the profile evaluation 
sheet which is designed to assist with refining the 
profile. 

^75-567 This is a DO loop which executed once for each profile. 
HEADER is a procedure (refer statements 593-645) 
which prints the first (header) page of each profile 
list. Statements 489-5^0 place the relevant reference 
in the array REF(j,j) which is printed out in 
statements 55*»-557. 

568-592 Procedure summary prints out the run summary page 
giving the profiles that were run, the total numbers 
of terms, profiles, and hits and also the CPU time 
taken. 

593-6**5 Procedure HEADER whose function has been described 
above. 
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